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Abstract

This paper takes two approaches to prediction
of �nancial markets using text data down	
loaded from web bulletin boards� The �rst
uses maximum entropy text classi�cation to
predict based on the whole body of text
 the
second uses a genetic algorithm to learn sim	
ple rules based solely on numerical data of
trading volume� number of messages posted
per day and total number of words posted per
day� While both approaches produce positive
excess returns in some cases� it is found that
integrating the two predictors together pro	
duces far superior results� Furthermore� ag	
gregating multiple GA trials to build single
predictors increases performance even more�

� Introduction

There has long been a strong interest in applying com	
putational intelligence to �nancial data� Traditionally
such attempts have been concerned with forecasting
the future based on past price data� However� recently
a new source of data has become available� text� Not
only have large amounts of �nancial text data become
available on the web� but the AI community has seen
an explosion of development of the tools needed to au	
tomate its analysis� This paper aims to integrate novel
methods of text analysis with existing methods of us	
ing genetic algorithms for learning simple rules based
on numerical data�

The format of this paper is as follows� In the next sec	
tion� we describe the task of learning pro�table trading
rules and the data we used � text downloaded from in	
ternet stock chat boards with corresponding daily clos	
ing stock prices and volume �gures� The next two sec	
tions present two competing approaches� a text classi	
�cation algorithm for prediction� and a simple genetic
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rule learner based solely on numerical data including
measures of the volume of text generated�� The follow	
ing section attempts to integrate the two approaches
with strong performance increases� and then we present
a brief summary and extensions�

� Task and Data

We are interested in the pro�tability of trading rules
rather than accuracy of prediction itself � the eco	
nomics literature is concerned with market e�ciency
instead of prediction accuracy� and the ability of a trad	
ing strategy to make consistent excess pro�ts is a strong
sing of market ine�ciency� Therefore� although are al	
gorithms will give us �up� or �down� predictions� we will
map these predictions onto a trading strategy� Specif	
ically� if our algorithms predict up� we buy or hold the
stock depending on if we already own it�� If our algo	
rithms predict down� we sell the stock or hold a cash
position�

Our measure for the �tness of such a trading rule will
be excess returns � the measure of how much money we
gain by following the trading strategy dictated by our
algorithms instead of merely buying and holding the
stock over the appropriate period this is one of the
standard measures of market ine�ciency in the litera	
ture�� Calculating the daily log excess returns is simple
in the �nance literature� returns are traditionally con	
verted into log form for easy manipulation�� Denote the
price of a stock at time t by P t�� Let St� denote an
indicator variable for our prediction signal� St� � � if
we are issued a �buy�hold� signal� St� � � otherwise�
Then our excess returns are simply the returns from
our trading strategy minus the returns for holding the
stock�

rt� � St��lnP t����lnP t���lnP t����lnP t��

This simpli�es to

rt� � St� � �� � lnP t� ��� lnP t��

We make no provision for transaction costs�

For data� we are speci�cally concerned with using text



information for prediction� As such� we took the forty
most popular discussion boards on the �nancial web	
site www�ragingbull�com for the week of November ���
����� We eliminated all boards not devoted to a spe	
ci�c stock� all boards whose stocks were not trading on
NASDAQ or the NYSE as of Jan �� ����� and those
boards with stock prices of less than �� on Jan �� �����
This left us with �� stocks and the accompanying text
from their bulleting boards�

We downloaded every post for each one of the bulletin
boards from January �� ���� to December ��� ����� and
downloaded daily closing prices and trading volume for
each stock from the quote server at �ance�yahoo�com�
For each day t� we aggregated all text produced after
market close on day t � � and before market close on
day t�� This data provided the raw material for our
prediction algorithms � text produced before close on
day t could be used to predict whether the closing price
on day t � � would be higher or lower� and an appro	
priate trading strategy implemented�

This one year of data gave us ��� training days� In
all the results that follows� we use the �rst �� days as
the start of the training set and report results averaged
over the last ��� trading days�

� Text Classi�cation

For text classi�cation� we used the rainbow package
developed by McCallum ���� which provides a variety
of potential classi�cation methodologies� Space con	
straints limit us to presenting a high	level overview of
the technique
 a detailed explanation can be found in
���� Since the focus of this paper is on the integration of
the text classi�cation with genetic methods using other
data� we feel that this is not a problem�

In general� text classi�cation techniques work as fol	
lows� The entire training corpus is lexed� and the num	
ber of occurances of each word is calculated for each
document� producing a large matrix� This can be visu	
alized as an n	dimensional space where each dimension
corresponds to a speci�c word in the corpus here� n is
the number of unique words in the corpus�� Each doc	
ument�s position on a speci�c dimension is determined
by the number of occurances of the word corresponding
to that dimension in the document� Since we now have
a set of labelled examples in n	dimensional space� we
are left with a simple classi�cation problem� to which
various algorithms like naive bayes classi�cation ��� can
be applied� Maximumentropy text classi�cation is sim	
ply the application of maximum entropy techniques to
this speci�c classi�cation framework ����

Starting at trading day ��� we algorithm used the as
follows� For day t� we inserted the text for days �����t���
to the training set� trained the classi�er� and had it
give probabilities for �up� or �down� based on the text

�For simpli
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Figure �� Excess returns plotted against probability
threshhold

for day t� If the �up� probability was greater than ���
we issued a �buy�hold� signal
 otherwise� a �sell� signal�
As we moved to day t� �� we added the text from day
t to the training set and retrained the classi�er�

Results� averaged over the last ��� trading days� are
presented in the table below� We split the results into
two clases� presenting the excess returns and p	values
for a two	tailed ttest against the null hypothesis of a
buy	and	hold strategy� for all �� stocks as well as those
for which we only had more than ����� posts over the
year� The amount of data measured by the number of
posts in the dataset� for each stock varies greatly� from
SNMM ���K posts� to EMC ���K posts�� One would
expect that the more posts we have from a stock� the
better we are able to classify it� and this seems to be
true in the table below� Excess returns over all stocks
are negative� but excess returns over those stocks with
more than ��K posts �� stocks out of ��� provides us
with small excess returns� These results are promising�
but not yet satisfactory�

Performance by Maximum Entropy text classi�cation
Stock� Excess Rets
All stocks �� stocks� 	�����
���K posts �� stocks� �����

The maximum entropy text classi�cation algorithm
doesn�t provide a simple �yes�no� answer for each doc	
ument
 it outputs a probability� Although it is con	
ventional to classify those documents with a predicted
�up� probabilities of greater than �� as being in the �up�
class� there is no rule in stone saying that we must do
so� The plot in �gure � plots the excess returns gen	
erated by the a trading strategy where the probability
threshhold used for predicting an �up� day is allowed to
vary from �� along the x	axis�

If one examines the returns produced from trading rules
that use a threshhold approximately between �� and ���
one �nds that large excess returns are produced � be	
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tween ��� and ��� in the ���K posts stocks case�
and over �� in the all stock case � a signi�cant im	
provement from negative excess returns� This would
indicate that the text classi�cation algorithm is in fact
extracting useful information� but that our approach of
using �� as the threshold is wasting most of it� Unfor	
tunately� it would be unacceptably ad hoc to simply go
back and �at a trading rule that uses a lower probabil	
ity threshold� The key to exploiting this information
will be the integration of the text classi�cation tech	
nique with other predictors� a topic we explore below
in section ��

� Genetic Methods for Learning
Trading Rules

There has been a recent interest in using genetic tech	
niques to learn simple trading rules in �nancial markets
based on past price data ��� ��� primarilymotivated by a
desire to explore the e�cient market hypothesis� These
techniques have proved surprisingly e�ective� and have
proved to be an interesting starting point for further
research ����

Since we are interested in exploring the value of the
text data� we will not use past prices as the input data
for our rule learner� instead� we will use trading vol	
ume and two numbers derived from a given day�s text�
the number of messages posted in a day� and the total
number of words posted in a day�

The rules that we want to learn� that map past in	
formation onto �buy�hold� and �sell� signals� have the
following form� let v be today�s volume although it
could be total messages or total words�� mav� n� be
the n day moving average of past volume values� and
k be an arbitrary constant in the range ������

Then each rule has the following form�

if v � k �mav� n�� issue a �buy�hold� signal�

Although these rules seem almost trivially simple� they
are similar in spirit to those of technical analysis ����
and searches over combinations of rules of this form
is the standard approach in the prediction literature
discussed in the introduction�

Since recent work ��� has emphasized the importance of
simplicity in dealing with the incredibly noisy nature
of �nancial data� we will limit our search to extremely
simple combinations of rules� two rules� logically com	
bined with either �and� or �or�� and also potentially
negated�

To search over this rule space we used an extremely
simple GA� We had a population of �� rules� determin	
istic tournament selection� no crossover� and Gaussian
noise applied for mutation� For a �tness function we
measured the excess returns that would have been pro	
duced by the given rule over the training set� The
actual parameter space is composed of the potential

parameters of k� n the size of the moving average win	
dow� and which datastream the rule applies to trading
volume� daily message volume� or daily word volume��

We applied the genetic algorithm as follows� at time
t� evolve the population for �� generations� then allow
the �nal population of rules to vote on the next day�
and calculated the returns accordingly�

For computational e�ciency reasons� we did not up	
date the training set every trading day
 rather� we up	
dated every �� days� The nature of the genetic algo	
rithm gave us a unique advantage� however � once we
had our initial population� we carried it over each time
we retrained� That is� since it is likely that rules that
scored well during the �rst ��� days would score well
during the �rst ��� days� starting with the old popula	
tion seemed like the ideal population seeding� This is
why we used so few generations each time we retrained
� since we already had a partially trained population�
we were afraid of excessive over�tting�

The are the excess returns produced by the algorithm�
averaged over ��� trials� are presented in the table be	
low�

Performance by Genetic Rule Learner
Stock� Excess Rets
All stocks �� stocks� 	�����
���K posts �� stocks� ������

These results are similar to those produced by our text
classi�cation algorithm above � some positive excess
returns for the ���K posts case� but negative excess
returns in the general case� Again� promising� but not
quite what we�d hoped for�

� Integration

So far we have seen two promising methodologies for
building trading rules over this dataset� The next step
is to attempt to integrate them� Remember that both
of our algorithms give us numbers which we compare
to a threshold of �� � for the text classi�cation exam	
ple� we have an explicit probability calculation
 for the
genetic approach� we have the percentage of the popu	
lation that issues a �buy�hold� signal�

Our approach is to simply take a weighted average of
these two predictors and compare them against our
threshold of ��� However� we have to be careful not
to weight them evenly � since the maximum entropy
probabilities are typically in the range of ���� ���� and
the percentage of the population that predicts up is
usually close to zero or one� combining them evenly
would leave us with a predictor heavily dominated by
the genetic rule learner�

As a result� we settled on a weighting of �� for the text
classi�cation predictor and �� for the genetic simple rule
learner� The results are presented in the table below�
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Figure �� Excess returns plotted against number of GA
runs averaged together

Performance by Integrated Approach
Stock� Excess Rets std� dev�
All stocks �� stocks� ����� ����
���K posts �� stocks� ������ ����

These results are much stronger� The ���K case is
strongly statistically signi�cant with a p	value of less
than ����� against a null hypothesis of zero excess
returns�� and the all stock case is at least positive�

��� Averaging Multiple GA runs

Financial data is notoriously noisy
 as one way to com	
bat this we tried aggregating multiple GA runs into
single predictors� Instead of treating each run of the
genetic algorithm individually� we averaged the predic	
tions over n runs and used this number to feed into our
integrated predictor�

The results are plotted in �gure �� excess returns plot	
ted against the number of GA runs we aggregated to
form the predictor� n� along with standard error bars�
We present only the results from the ���K post stocks
here� and the plot contains both the results from the
integrated approach as well as the stand alone genetic
rule learner approach�

The results here are clear� aggregating many GA runs
into a single predictor strongly improves performance�
both with the GA by itself and as part of an integrated
approach � in the integrated approach� the excess re	
turns exceed ��� for committee sizes of �� and larger�

� Conclusion

This paper has described two ways of data mining a
new source of data for �nancial prediction� web bul	

letin board postings� We presented both a straightfor	
ward maximum entropy text classi�cation algorithm
as well as a genetic algorithm for learning simple rules
based solely on numerical data including both tradi	
tional technical measure of volume as well as counts of
messages and words from the text dataset��

We have shown that by both judiciously integrating
our predictors together� and by averaging our predic	
tions over many trials of the genetic algorithm� we can
improve the excess returns from less than ��� to over
��� on the class of stocks that gives us the most text
data to analyze�

The next obvious step is to extend this approach to
other sources of text � other web bulletin boards like
those on yahoo�com� but also �nancial news stories�
However� given the extreme amounts of noise in �	
nancial data� we feel that integration between multiple
data sources and techniques is key to progress in data
mining for �nance� and the techniques presented in this
paper are a key �rst step�
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